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BATHROOM INTERIORS

Small Bathtub Designs Made For Ultimate
Relaxation
A small bathtub is a nice alternative to a regular one and not only because
it’d free up more space in the bathroom. These amazing soaking
freestanding tubs are made for relaxation and, well, soaking. Besides you
can easily turn one into a shower and use the rest of that bathroom space
for washers, storage, or simply to create an airy look in an already cramped
room.

Small Bathtub Designs of Every Shape
Small bathtubs come in all shapes and different sizes. They aren’t just
circular or oval. There are classical claw feet freestanding tubs in minimized
versions, square tubs and all kinds of forms in between.

Конфиденциальность Условия использования

Some square tubs feature a circle carved up inside of them leaving some
space around the angles for storing small things like shampoos and soaps.
Some even feature a mini deck with steps to make it easier to get in.

Circular Small Bathtubs

Aquatica TrueOfuro freestanding solid surface bathtub

Speaking of tall and small bathtubs, going upwards is always a valid way to
economically use space regardless of the room. In a small bathroom a tall
soaking tub leaves so much free space to simply move around.
Circular soaking tubs can often be quite deep and tall like the Aquatica‘s
TrueOfuro freestanding tub. It is quite small but a grown adult can clearly ﬁt
in it without any problem.
Конфиденциальность Условия использования

Aquatica Purescape freestanding acrylic bathtub

Purescape tub from Aquatica is designed by the same principle but it has a
modern look to it. It also features the decorative rings that make it look like a
collapsable cup.
Speaking of which, soaking tubs often have cup-like shapes but there are
other small tub designs that resemble things like bowls and even vases.

